
 

C O J O U R N E R S  
[ E VA N G E L I S M  T R A I N I N G ]  



#1 FOUNDATIONS 
[WATCH VIDEO]

INTRO QUESTION:  What evidence do you observe that reveals that people around you are on a 
spiritual journey?
 
READ: MATTHEW 28:18-20

MATTHEW 9:36-37

DISCUSS 

1) Does the great commission apply to Christians alive today? How do we know?


2) What would it look like to fulfil the great commission?


3) To what extent do you view the people around you as Jesus does in Matt 9:36-37?


4) What is currently the biggest thing holding you back from making disciples?


5)  Who in your life do you have the opportunity to start journeying with?


6) Are there any people (or groups of people) who you feel a particular compassion for?


ACTION PLAN  

1)   Read over the above passages again this week and pray that you would be available to God  
to carry out His purposes.


2)   Write a list of 3-5 people who you want to begin making a particular effort to co-journey with.


3)  Read the introduction to Cojourners article listed in the resources section of this study guide.


PRAY 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#2 EXPLORER
REVIEW LAST SESSIONS ACTION PLAN - HOW DID YOU GO?  
 
[WATCH VIDEO]

INTRO QUESTION:  What has been your experience in asking people about their spiritual beliefs?
 
READ: COLOSSIANS 4:2-6

ACTS 17: 16-34 

DISCUSS 

1) In Acts 17 - How does Paul model what he says to do in Colossians 4?


2) How does Paul’s understanding of the Athenians shape his message?


3) What is the danger of making assumptions about where people are at on their journeys?


5)      Look at the following list of questions: 

What was your religious background as a child?  
What words would you use to describe yourself spiritually? 
Do you have a spiritual belief of any kind? 
What don’t you believe? 
Have you ever experienced God, if so how? 
If you were to die tonight, where do you think you would go? 
What barriers stop you from believing in god? 
Who is Jesus to you? 
On a scale of 1 - 10, how would you rate your desire to know God personally? 

a) What are some possible answers people you know would give to these questions

b) Are any of these usable for you?

c) Are any of these questions intimidating?


6) Are there any other questions you find helpful to ask people to learn more about their spiritual   
life.


ACTION PLAN


1) Choose a question from above (from the list or one you came up with) that that you will ask 
someone you know this week to discover more about where they are currently at on their 
spiritual journey.


PRAY 
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#3 GUIDE 
REVIEW LAST SESSIONS ACTION PLAN - HOW DID YOU GO?  
 
[WATCH VIDEO]

INTRO QUESTION:  To what extent were these three elements (Christian community, someone’s 
story, the gospel message) influential in your journey to becoming a Christian?  
 
READ: ROMANS 1:16-17

ROMANS 3:22-25
ROMANS 10:14-15

DISCUSS 
 
1)    Drawing upon the above passages (and your knowledge of the Bible in general) how would 
you respond to someone who says:

a) I show the Gospel with my life, so i don't need to actually explain it to anyone.
b) Others are more gifted in being able to share the gospel so i’ll leave it to them to do.
c) Its not worth the risk of losing friendships/ making things awkward in order to try to share     

the Gospel.
d) It’s not my place to try to convince others of my beliefs. 

2) What are the essential components you would need to share with someone in order to be able 
to say you have ‘explained the Gospel’?  

3) Rewrite romans 3:22-25 in a way that would make sense to unbelievers that you know. 
 

4) Download the app ‘God Tools’ (its free and takes less than a minute to download) and look 
through the module ‘Knowing God Personally’.  How does this compare with your summaries of the 
Gospel.  

5) If you asked someone if they would mind if you shared with them what you believe is the most 
important message in the world, and they gave you permission, would you be confident in your 
ability to share the gospel?  

ACTION PLAN  

1)  If you aren’t confident in your ability to share the Gospel:  Make a plan now to up skill yourself 
using one of the resources at the back of the study guide..

2) If you know how to explain the gospel: Ask someone this week if they would mind if you 
explained to them what you believe sometime. 

PRAY 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#4 BUILDER 
REVIEW LAST SESSIONS ACTION PLAN - HOW DID YOU GO?  
 
[WATCH VIDEO]

INTRO QUESTION:  What kinds of barriers did you have to overcome before you began to follow 
Jesus?  
 
READ: 2 CORINTHIANS 4:1-6

1 PETER 3:15
2 CORINTHAINS 10:3-5

 

DISCUSS 
 
1)    From these passages what do we learn about the cause of people’s unbelief?  

 
2)    Based on these passages, how ought we approach people who have barriers stopping them       

believing?
 
 
3)    Because unbelief is a spiritual issue we need to be praying for for the unbelievers in our life.  
       Because unbelief is a rejection of the truth we need to be seeking to reason with and persuade  
       unbelievers of the truth. 
       Which of these statements are you most likely to forget?

4)    List the most common barriers that the people you know have to believing the gospel. 

 
5)    Share ideas about how you would go about overcoming some of these barriers. 

 
6)    Which of these barriers do you feel least equipped to respond to / overcome?  
 

ACTION PLAN

 
1)   Choose a barrier for one person you know that you don’t know how to respond to and commit 
to researching it this week using one of the resources provided in the resource section for this 
unit.


PRAY 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#5 MENTOR 
REVIEW LAST SESSIONS ACTION PLAN - HOW DID YOU GO?  
 
[WATCH VIDEO]

INTRO QUESTION:  When you first became a christian, what relationships and teachings were 
foundational for you?  
 
READ: MATTHEW 13:1-9, 18-23  

HEBREWS 3:12-15
 

DISCUSS 
 
1)    From the Matthew passage, what do we learn about the challenges that new Christians are   
faced with?

2) What could be done to prepare a new Christian to overcome these inevitable struggles?  

3) What does the Hebrews passage teach us about the role of the church in caring for new 
believers?

4) Do you feel like you are currently living a life that you would be worth imitating by a new 
christian?
 
 
5) Is your MC/ DNA currently a place where a brand new christian would be helped to develop and 
thrive? Why/ Why not. 

 

ACTION PLAN

 
1) If there is a new Christian in your life who is currently not being mentored by a more mature 
believer, ask them if they would want to meet up with you regularly to read the bible/ pray and 
encourage one another. 

 
2) if there are no new Christians around you, read back over the last 5 weeks  of the course and 
pray that you would be able to continue to keep putting what you have learned into practice.


PRAY 
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OTHER RESOURCES  
 
 
FOUNDATIONS: 
 
Cojourners article: https://www.cru.org/content/dam/cru/legacy/2012/03/CoJourners-TC.pdf


Book: ‘Just walk across the room’ by Bill Hybels.  

 
EXPLORER: 

Book: ‘Questioning Evangelism’ By Randy Newman. 
 
 
GUIDE: 

https://gospelinlife.com/free-sermon-resource/


Book: ‘Just walk across the room’ by Bill Hybels.  

BUILDER:  
 
Book: ‘The reason for God’ By Tim Keller 
 
Website: https://www.bethinking.org/


Website: https://www.exploregod.com/


 
MENTOR: 

Website: http://multiplymovement.com/  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